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Our Mission:
We are a full service communications design company specializing in
graphics, marketing, digital printing and mail services housed in one
location. Partnering with medium to large clients interested in expanding
their market share or refreshing their current efforts, our diversified
portfolio of solutions supports our clients in achieving their goals.

We want to hear from you!
Our gam/mag is full of interesting and short articles focusing on recent
news, effectiveness in the workplace and healthy living but gam also
wants to showcase your company and its services. We invite you to send
us an article about you or your services to be considered for inclusion
in our next gam/mag. This could focus on something new and exciting
about your company or a summary article telling us all about you that
we can share with the gam family. As you continue to get to know us
better, gam will get to know you better. Submit your article today to
info@gamweregood.com.
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BUSINESS NEWS

Sales of high-performance electric
motorcycles are increasing

“The highest reward
for a man’s toil is not
what he gets for it
but what he becomes
by it.”
John Ruskin,
famous author
and art critic
born in London

A

merica’s motorcycle riders are in love with
the Harley Davidson and its distinctive
engine sounds but today it’s a silent cycle
that’s getting all the play.
Urban commuters are making two-wheeled
e-vehicles a big new transportation market
segment. Even the police are getting into the
act as law enforcement departments see the
silent units as having a stealth advantage.
About three dozen police departments now
use e-motorcycles, according to USA Today.
A May report by Navigant Research
predicts that sales of these high-performance
e-motorcycles will rise by at least 30 percent
this year. The reasons include: a refuge
from high gasoline prices, less air pollution,
increases in city traffic, and the improved
e-vehicles themselves.
Zero Motorcycles “S” e-motorcycle has a
95 mph maximum speed, goes 171 miles per
charge and is priced at $12,995. Zero is the
largest U.S. manufacturer of e-motorcycles.
Company officials say it costs about one
penny per mile to operate the “S,” it doesn’t
make noise, fumes or vibrations.
Brammo’s Empulse has a maximum speed
of 110 mph, goes 128 miles per charge and is
priced at $16,995.
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No safety or crash statistics are available
yet on e-motorcycles, but authorities predict
acceptable or higher levels of safety.
Zero, Brammo and other U.S. makers will
see competition this year as BMW launches
its e-scooter, and Yamaha plans to market
one in 2016. Three-wheeled vehicles are also
on the way with eTuk USA seeking road-use
approval for three-wheel vehicles. They are
commercial vehicles without sides and have
canopies like those in Asia.
The Atlanta airport plans to use an eTuk
to transport food to passengers waiting for
flights. The passengers won’t have to leave
their gates to get food.

Humorist Stanley Bing
on the perfect workplace

“First, of all, there’s nobody yelling at you
. . . Next, get rid of insulting emails. The
occasional one-on-one communication
with some berating . . . is tolerable. But the
kind where you look like a nincompoop
and a dozen people are copied? Get rid of
those . . . Next, get rid of consultants . . .
After that I’m thinking an exercise room
. . .” Quoted in Fortune

BUSINESS NEWS

Small ad budget? You can still create
a memorable TV commercial

T

alk about cheap, effective
advertising and you have to look
back to the 1970s and 1980s in
local television. If you live on the
West Coast and you are a child of
the 1980s, surely you remember
Cal Worthington and his dog
Spot, which was anything from a
hippo to a tiger. With the simple
message “Go see Cal,” Cal and his
dog Spot were the icons of cheese
TV, featured in movies and on
talk shows for decades – the 80s
version of going viral.
Worthington’s advertising
forefather was the famed Earl
“Madman” Muntz, a car salesman
who proclaimed, “I want to give
‘em away but Mrs. Muntz won’t
let me! She’s crazy!” They made
fortunes by receiving the indulgence of a local TV audience that didn’t expect
high production values on a gag by a local guy. The audience laughed along
and made him rich.

They followed basic rules of television advertising:
• A cheesy slogan can work. Oddball scenarios can work. A jingle can work.
• Advertising people quoted in The Wall Street Journal say local
commercials have a long life span and broader reach these day because
they are repeated on Facebook and YouTube. A small business can
actually find itself with a national following if its ad goes viral. And the
ones that go viral tend to be those by people who aren’t afraid to take
chances and even be a little silly.
• Keep it simple. Don’t try to say everything in one ad.
• Go short on an ad, 15 seconds, and run it a lot.

Job listings are on the rise

According to the Labor Department’s job openings and labor turnover
report, the number of available job openings climbed to the highest level
in seven years. But while layoffs have slowed, the pace of hiring has yet
to recover. Economists say many of the unemployed don’t have the skills
required for available jobs. Employers may be reluctant to hire long-term
unemployed workers. The Bureau of Labor Statistics shows that more
than 92 million people are unemployed and not looking for work. That is a
record high.

So you think you
want to be a Realtor®

You think you want to be a real estate
agent? It all depends on your reason for
becoming one. Is it the money you will
earn? Meeting a lot of new people? The
satisfaction of matching a buyer to a
new home or getting
top dollar for your
seller? All of the
above? Whatever
your reason, you will
be an Independent
Contractor, thus you
control your own
time, income, and
expenses. You can
be a general agent
or specialize in only
residential sales/
rentals, commercial
sales/rental, land
sales, new home
sales, corporate relocations, property
management, first time buyers, 55+
clients, and other specialities, says Jerry
Sardone of Jerry Sardone Realty LLC
(commerical) and Village Realty LLC
(residential/property management).
One thing you need to keep in mind
is that you need to have money in the
bank as becoming a Realtor® takes outof-pocket expenses such as attending
school to get your state license, MLS
dues, lockbox fees, personal marketing,
etc. Sometimes it can take several
months before you have your first real
estate closing to which after you will
be paid a commission. Once you get
your feet on the ground running, your
income can be unlimited based on your
salesmanship and work ethic. What is
great about being a REALTOR® is not
every day is the same.
Contributed by Jerry Sardone, Jerry Sardone Realty
LLC & Village Realty LLC
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Ants can be your uninvited picnic guests

“Make sure
you visualize
what you really
want, not what
someone else
wants for you.”
Jerry Gilles,
marketing
consultant

E

very parent knows that a summer picnic is
a fun, inexpensive way to get the children
involved in outdoor activities as well as
enjoy family time together, eating favorite
foods while sitting on a comfy blanket in the
grass or at the beach.
But, humans are not the only fans of
summer picnics. Ants love a good picnic!
They can make a meal of many different
things. They can eat plants or meat. Different
species prefer different types of food. Some
eat other insects and dead animals while
others eat sugar, fruits, seeds, oils, vegetables
and other sources of protein. You know, like
picnic food!
When you set up for a picnic you have no
idea that you just invited ants to one of their
favorite activities. Besides being very social
and highly organized, ants are known to be
hard workers with a hefty appetite.
Let’s look at the list of ant guests likely to
join your picnic:
Crazy ants are small, dark grey to black
ants that have long legs and long antennae.
They run around with no apparent sense of
direction which has given them their name.
They will eat anything sweet or greasy and
have been known to feed on fly larvae also.
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Sugar ants or Pharaoh ants get their
name due to their favorite food – Sugar!
These ants are the ones you see in your
cabinets, behind your refrigerator, in your
clothes hamper or behind baseboards. They
are constantly looking for a crumb, following
plumbing and walking on wires to get to the
food source.
Carpenter ants get their name from the
way they chew passages inside wood to hunt
for food, crumbs and other insects. They roam
mostly at night, so they will be attending your

Study: workers in small
companies are happier
Reported in The Wall Street Journal, a
study of 11,000 employees in more than
90 countries showed that people who
work in companies with fewer than 100
employees are 25 percent more likely to
be happy than people working at firms
with more than 1,000 employees. Factors
contributing to happiness included: direct
customer service, supervising others,
skilled trades. The study was conducted
by the San Francisco consulting firm
Delivering Happiness at Work.

BUSINESS NEWS

Interview: Patty Pierleonardi of
Pest Management Services, Inc

Excerpt from a Leading Lady article posted in the Northern Virginia Housewives Blog earlier this year

moonlight picnic event, not your typical
Sunday daytime picnic.
Pavement ants get their name from
the homes they create in sidewalks and
driveways. These small dark brown to black
ants have an aggressive nature and attack
other colonies in an attempt to conquer new
areas. They will eat almost anything, from
insects to seeds to bread, meats, ice cream
and cheese. The pavement ants love picnics!
Odorous house ants are also called
coconut ants because when squished,
they smell like rotten coconut. People
sometimes mistake them for carpenter ants
until they smell them. These ants move
their nests closer to food sources, which is
most household food, especially those that
contain sugar.
So, next time you plan a picnic, use these
techniques to avoid the ant invasion:
1. Keep your food in sealed containers.
Ants cannot chew through Tupperware.
2. Sprinkle baby powder a few feet from
your picnic blanket, creating a barrier.
Ants won’t cross the line!
3. When you are packing for your picnic at
home, always wipe down your counters
and sweep your floors to leave a crumbfree kitchen so you won’t come home to
a colony of ant house guests.
4. In the unfortunate event that the ants
have chosen your home to live, call
PMSI at 703-723-2899 and we will be
happy to rid your home of these hardworking, picnic-lovin pests.
Contributed by Patty Pierleonardi of Pest Management
Services, Inc. (PMSI)

Patty Pierleonardi was first introduced into the pest control business
through her husband’s family. The family-owned business was started by
her father-in-law and passed on to her and her husband.
Having business experience as an executive with
Target Corporation and an accounting and research
background, it was an easy move into the pest control
industry 15 years ago. “I couldn’t believe the great
customer service potential in the pest control industry
and all the enjoyment I receive from helping families
with serious infestations resulting in sickness. I love all
of our employees like they were my brothers and sisters
and have established relationships with many customers over the years
that I call family. We have been picked in the Best Picks Book for 2014 and
establish our brand under a Quality Pro pest control company for a reason.”
Describe yourself in three words: Motivated, passionate, caring
What do you consider your greatest professional achievement?
I expanded the company into Garrett County, Maryland, which has been
a personal goal for me. I was born and raised there and it feels great to be
able to contribute to the well-being of Garrett County by helping to solve
pest issues there. I have also sponsored events that I knew as a child, such as
the Annual Autumn Glory Festival. We are also sponsoring the USE Team
Training in the 2014 ICF Canoe/Kayak World Championships held there
this year. It’s great to have a positive presence in my hometown.
What are your professional goals for the next six months?
The next six months I will be focusing on detailed marketing to create more
awareness to our mold extermination program, being that mold is a huge
problem and a lot of people are suffering due to mold exposure in their
homes. People need to be aware that there is a solution and we have it.
How does your company stay connected through social media?
We have our Facebook page, which keeps our customers up-to-date
with current specials, seasonal pest problems they may encounter and
information about our company and our employees.
Do you have any advice for women starting their own company?
Everything starts with a dream . . . I say “Go for it!” I am a true believer in
passion and drive, and having a mother who was passionate and driven has
taught me that successful women are known to get what they want with
these qualities. My advice is to create a plan, stick to it, and surround yourself with great supporters and lots of coffee!
What is your goal for retirement?
Total retirement is so far away that I can’t imagine it yet, but eventually my
plan is to own a beach house and work part-time there while my children
run the company full-time.
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Canada’s new anti-spam law hits business

“I am determined
to be cheerful and
happy in whatever
situation I may
find myself. For I
have learned that
the greater part
of our misery or
unhappiness is
determined not by
our circumstance but
by our disposition.”
Martha Washington,
wife of George
Washington, first
U.S. President

A

lthough it has been criticized as heavy
handed, Canada’s new anti-spam law is now
in effect and brings with it penalties (up to
$10 million) for sending unwanted electronic
messages. Businesses mailing to Canadian
addresses must now be prepared to prove they
have consent to send electronic messages.

“. . . the right of individuals to sue
businesses for spam violations.”
Industry experts believe that the doubt optin method is best for proving consent in email.

Here is how that works:
A customer fills out a form online or returns
a paper card. He or she checks the email
consent box (it can’t be checked for him). Then
the business sends an email to the customer
asking if he or she really, really wants to opt-in
to the list. The customer must affirmatively
click to link to agree.
Email companies will probably track when
consent was obtained, why it was obtained,
and the manner in which it was obtained.
These elements will be needed for the mailer
(the business) to prove it had consent. Under
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Canadian law, the accused must prove he or she
had consent.
Compliance with the law requires: consent,
the address of the mailer prominently
displayed, and an unsubscribe link prominently
displayed.
One unique aspect of the Canadian law is the
right of individuals to sue businesses for spam
violations. This aspect comes into force after
a three-year adjustment period. Until then,
the government of Canada advises wounded
consumers to just delete the offending spam.

World Cup coverage brought
a surge of new fans in the U.S.
Television and U.S. Soccer came together
this year. The relationship has blossomed
into one of mutual admiration as fans
cheered for the World Cup. In the past
decade the game and the TV coverage
have pushed even neophytes to get
involved with soccer. ESPN’s V.P., Jed
Drake, says new fans aren’t from any
particular area. By and large, they’re in the
whole country.

BUSINESS NEWS

Everyone is involved in
keeping customers happy

Book Review:

The mystery of Patton’s death

T

After four days at Book Expo America, the
annual convention in New York, booksellers and
publishers were buzzing about the big books for
fall, their busiest season. In spite of its gruesome
title, “Killing Patton,” out Sept. 28, is one they
have high hopes for.

hese are five words that will
cause you to lose a customer:
“That’s not my responsibility.”
Whatever your job may be, the
minute you answer the phone,
you are personally involved
with the customer’s problem. It’s
your responsibility to see that
he is satisfied and the problem
is solved.

Readers around the
world have snapped
up Bill O’Reilly and
Martin Dugard’s last
three books: “Killing
Lincoln,” “Killing
Kennedy,” and “Killing
Jesus.” They are works
of non-fiction that
journey into the heart
of the most famous
murders in history.

Both you and the customer
know that whatever the problem
may be, you do know someone
who can fix it. Customers hate
it when the person they are
speaking with doesn’t take
ownership of their problem.
In his recent book, “Business
With out the Bullsh*t,” sales
expert Geoffrey James says the only correct response is, “I will help
you.” If a customer with a tech problem accidentally calls your
department and you promptly transfer him to technical support, he
will feel that you don’t really care. First, ask if you can transfer him or
her to tech support. If the answer is yes, stay on the line until the call is
answered and tell tech support who is calling.
If you leave the customer on hold, he’ll be doing a slow burn because
he thinks you just want to get rid of him.

Overloaded? Talk to your boss

If you’re taxed to the max, speak up. That’s what career coaches
advise staffers who become the go-to person for loads of projects.
Your manager may not realize that your time is being soaked up by
multiple projects. If that’s the case, it’s up to you to speak up, but be
sure you can back up your claims, say career coaches. Install a time
monitor on your computer that keeps track in the background of
the tasks you are doing, and how long it takes for each task. This
gives you precise data as to where your time is being spent (or
wasted). Before you speak with the boss, analyze your data to find
out where your energy is going. Once armed with the right data,
talk to the boss if you need more resources and help. Quoted in
CNNMoney, New York City career coach Caroline Ceniza-Levine
says you may be part of a chronically understaffed department
where the only way to scale back is to leave.

Now, from Bill
O’Reilly, anchor of
The O’Reilly Factor,
and co-author
Dugard, comes the most unusual book of the
series: “Killing Patton.” They have written this
work in a breezy you-are-there-kind-of-history
series. Note that their first three books have
spent a total of 159 weeks on USA Today’s BestSelling Books list.
Their fans and readers have looked forward
to Patton, which has been billed as their best
and most analytical of the series. According to
Amazon reviewers, General George S. Patton,
Jr. died under mysterious circumstances in the
months following the end of World War II.
For almost 70 years, there has been suspicion
that his death was not an accident – and may
very well have been an act of assassination.
This time, the authors have the advantage of
thousands of pages of reference material to draw
from and living individuals to interview. They
take readers inside the final year of the war and
recount the events surrounding Patton’s tragic
demise, naming names of the many powerful
individuals who wanted him silenced.
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YOUR FINANCES

Some lenders will ease their standards

“Success is almost
totally dependent
upon drive and
persistence. The
extra energy
required to make
another effort or try
another approach
is the secret of
winning.”
Denis Waitley,
motivational
speaker, consultant,
and best-selling
author

M

omentum is building in the new-home
industry. Recently, building permits were
rising, a sign that construction could be
rebounding from weak winter sales.
And builders will be considering first-time
buyers. Previously, much of the demand for new
homes has been from upper-end buyers, rather
than those buying their first homes. Builders
targeted wealthier borrowers, according to a
government report, because many new buyers
had lower credit scores and a harder time getting
a mortgage. So they focused on larger, more
expensive homes.
The median price of a new home recently rose
to $290,000, the highest level on record, because
builders worked for wealthier clients. Now,
many in the housing industry are encouraged
that the new chief of the Federal Housing
Finance Agency says he will make it easier for
more Americans to qualify for loans.
Mel Watt, who took over as chief regulator of
Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac in January, said
he would push mortgage companies to ease their
standards.
The overall increase in housing starts was
also fueled by a jump in multi-family homes
rather than the single-family market. Building
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permits for multi-family homes, including
condominiums and apartments, are volatile
from month to month. But the construction
of homes with at least two units rose by nearly
40 percent this spring. Construction of single
family homes was up 0.8 percent, reaching the
fourth-highest level since the start of 2009.
While building contracts for family
homes have yet to take off like multi-family
construction did, economists say the coming
easing of credit standards could give the sector
quite a boost. The housing market has struggled
to regain momentum since last summer, but that
could change.

Free app turns text into voice

Capti Narrator lets you save text from an
online article or smartphone. It’s especially
helpful for those who struggle to read the
small screen of a smartphone. According
to Bottom Line Personal, you can listen to
the article later, while driving for example.
It’s available for iPhone, iPad and iPad
iTouch. The company hopes to add more
platforms soon. Price: FREE, though
selecting an alternate narration voice costs
$1.99 to $5.99. Visit CaptiVoice.com.

YOUR FINANCES

A look at tax deductions targeted
for middle class families

T

here are many tax deductions targeted
at middle-class families. Taking
full advantage of them is important
particularly for dual-income couples,
because not taking them creates a good
chance they’ll get hit by the marriage
penalty (when a married couple pays
more in taxes than as individuals),

Some targeted deductions

•B
 uying a home. You’ll be eligible
for the mortgage interest deduction,
mortgage points and real estate taxes.
If you borrow against the home with
a home equity line of credit, up to
$100,000 in interest is deductible, no
matter how you use the money.
•S
 tarting a family. The child tax
credit takes $1,000 off your tax bill
and you can claim it every year until
your child reaches 17. Parents with
an adjusted gross income of $110,000 or less are eligible.
•Y
 ou may also be eligible for a tax credit for child care. For children
under age 13, you can get a tax credit of 20 percent to 35 percent for up
to $3,000 in child-care expenses, or $6,000 for two or more children. Also
deductible are the costs of a nanny, preschool, before-or after-school child
care and summer day camp.
•S
 aving for retirement. One often overlooked tax break is the Saver’s Tax
Credit. If you’re married and have an adjusted gross income of $59,000 or
less ($29,000 for singles) you can claim a credit for 10 percent to 50 percent
of the amount you save, up to $2,000 for joint filers. Those not covered by
a plan at work can deduct an IRA contribution up to $5,500 per year for
each spouse, $6,500 if you are 50 or older.
•S
 aving for college. Depending on your state, you may be able to deduct a
portion of your 529 college-savings plan from your states taxes.

Women’s Equality Day – Anniversary of the
19th Amendment to the U.S. Constitution

Women’s Equality Day commemorates the 26th of August 1920 when
women’s right to vote officially became part of the U.S. Constitution. This
day marked a turning point in the history of women’s rights. Winning
the right to vote was one of many areas in which women have fought
successfully for equality. Among the others: the right to own property, sign
contracts and run for public office – things we take for granted.

Don’t let fears of Social
Security paralyze you
Who believes Social Security will
be around for them? Hands? About 6
out of 100 of the millennial generation
raised their hands. Wealth advisor
Scott Hanson would probably be
on their side.
He says every
study shows that
Social Security is
unsustainable in
its current form.
But few people
think the program
can or will stay
in its current
form. Instead,
young people
will probably be
taxed more at
some point and
there might be a
means test for the
program. That
means, if you’ve
prepared well, invested wisely, you might
lose your contributions in favor of those
who didn’t do either.
Hanson advises well-healed people
to consider taking their social security
early, while people who will rely on it for
all their retirement living should take it
late and try to accumulate savings.
At Harvard Business School,
professor Michael Norton says you
can improve the odds of accumulating
money. Quoted in Bloomberg
Businessweek, he says: “Focus on specific
things you’re saving for. How many
times a week do you want to eat out
when you retire? How about a summer
in Paris or a world tour? Forgo new
swimsuits now, and you’re that much
closer to adding a pool. These kinds of
goals make saving more enjoyable.”
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Any one of hundreds of viruses can cause a
cold, sometimes a long-lasting one

“He who has health,
has hope. And he
who has hope, has
everything.”
Benjamin Franklin,
Founding Father of
the United States

T

he common cold can last longer than many
people think; up to two weeks for the main
symptoms and longer for a cough that stays
even after the virus is gone. It’s also possible
to get back-to-back colds. Doctors say it’s
unlikely that you’d be infected with the same
virus because the body builds some immunity
to it. These are the cold facts:
•A
 dults get two to five colds a year, mostly
between September and May.
•C
 olds are most contagious about two days
before symptoms start and in the early
stages of the illness.
• Th
 e average cold lasts for five to 14 days.
Coughs can last for 18 days or more.
•E
 xperts say it’s possible that the carrier of
germs can infect others without having
symptoms himself.
•E
 xercise, reducing stress, getting enough
sleep and hand hygiene can help to
prevent a cold.
• Influenza gets more attention, but the
common cold is the leading cause of doctor
visits, according to the National Institutes
of Health. Each year, people in the U.S. get
a total of about 22 million colds. School
children get seven to 10 colds.
• The elderly get fewer colds because they’ve
built up immunity.
Rhinovirus is the most common viral
cause of the common cold, accounting for 20
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percent to 50 percent of adult colds. Experts
say rhinoviruses are out there all the time. It’s
just a question of when you are susceptible.
Stress, lack of sleep and your overall health
can make you more likely to get infected.
“The most confounding thing of all is that
we still haven’t identified 20 percent to 30
percent of adult common colds,” said Anthony
Fauci, director of the National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases. Sometimes
a cold that never seems to end could be caused
by an allergy. Sometimes it could be a sign of
something more serious. A cold may result in a
sinus infection, bronchitis or pneumonia.

Measles making a comeback

It’s been 14 years since this highly
contagious disease was declared to be
eliminated in the United States. The
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention says failure of parents to have
their children vaccinated is a large part
of the problem. These parents count on
what is called herd protection. That is, if
most other people have been vaccinated
and there are no cases of measles, their
children are protected. Herd protection
might not work now that nearly all cases
in the U.S. involve people traveling from
other countries who weren’t vaccinated.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Here’s an update
on the alcohol/bone
density effect

To live healthier and longer:
eat a handful of nuts every day

T

here’s no need to check a list of
health problems to see if nuts
would be good for you. That’s
because eating a handful of nuts
every day makes you less likely
to die from any cause.This simple
and amazing conclusion is from a
study made by Tufts University’s
Antioxidant Research Laboratory.
Nuts are good for you because
they are rich in healthy unsaturated
fats, protein, fiber and vitamin E.
Plus, the total antioxidant capacity
of that handful is comparable to a
serving of broccoli or tomatoes.
Study leader Jeffrey Blumberg,
PhD, says previous studies have linked nut consumption to improvements in
cholesterol, blood pressure and blood sugar control, among other benefits.
Although nuts are also high in calories, the new research found that morefrequent nut eaters tended to be leaner.

Get yourself moving . . . faster!

If you’re walking to improve your health,
as many of us are, you may wonder
whether how fast you walk makes any
difference. Contrary to some previous
findings, a new analysis of data on about
39,000 participants in the National
Walkers’ Health Study finds that, even
if the distance traveled was the same,
walking at a brisk pace had more benefits.
We don’t want to scare you about this, but
the researchers came to that conclusion
by determining how many people in the
study died over a certain period of time.
For your own information, consider how
long it takes you to walk one mile. Many
in the study took 17 minutes. Most took
about 20 minutes and some dawdled
along for 24 minutes, at which the premature death rate was considerably
higher. Picking up your pace even a little seemed to pay off. Those that
did saw a calculated reduction of their risk for dying prematurely.

Doctors at Tufts University
are still getting questions about
whether an alcoholic drink or two
a day is good for your bones or not.
Katherine Tucker,
adjunct professor
at Tufts’ Friedman
School answers:
“It has long been
thought that alcohol
is bad for bones, and
it’s clear that heavy
drinking consumers
have a higher risk
of osteoporosis.
But studies now
show that moderate
alcohol consumers
have higher bone
mineral density
(BMD) than nonconsumers.”
In a previous
study, Tucker
and associates
concluded that the
positive relationship
between intake of alcohol and
BMD in men and postmenopausal
women showed that alcohol intake,
particularly from beer and wine,
may protect bone health. However,
intake of more than two drinks per
day of liquor in men was clearly
harmful. One alcoholic drink per
day is suggested for women.
The benefits are thought to be
related to the estrogenic effects of
alcohol, polyphenols in wine or
beer, and the silicon in beer.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Mayo Clinic recommends a NEAT lifestyle

“Sometimes walking
away has nothing
to do with weakness
and everything to
do with strength.
We walk away not
because we want
others to realize our
worth and value, but
because we finally
realize our own.”
Robert Tew,
business leader
and director of
Tew Property
Consultants

P

eople know they need to “get moving” in
order to stay healthy. But they don’t have
the time or the inclination to exercise. What
can they do?
Doctors at the Mayo Clinic say
something as simple as getting out of your
chair can improve your health. The idea
is based on the concept of non-exercise
activity thermogenesis (NEAT). It includes
all of the calories (energy) you burn simply
by living, rather than exercising, start
by carrying in groceries and sitting less.
NEAT activities can lead to reduced body
fat, improved cholesterol levels, a healthier
heart and reduced risk of common weightrelated conditions.
Simple movements you make throughout
the day don’t give you the benefits of regular
exercise. But if you struggle to fit exercise into
your day, or if you have a sedentary lifestyle,
increasing your daily NEAT can provide a
boost in your physical activity.

To put more NEAT in your day:
•W
 alk around the house during TV
commercials: carry snack dishes to the
kitchen; walk to the bedroom to put
something away; let the cat in and out
• S tand while talking on the telephone and
stroll around
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• Park farther away in the parking lot
to add a few extra steps
• Dance around the house while cleaning
• Tackle the yard work: water plants, pull
weeds, pick up rocks and sticks
• Tend a garden: hoe a row or carry a
basket to collect vegetables
• Buy a movement-based video game
system such as a Wii
• Wash the outside or inside of your
car by hand
• Organize a closet: make a box of seldom
used clothes for charity
• Use a standing desk or stand by the
kitchen counter to write a check
• Take up a new craft: walk around the
store to find the materials
• Volunteer: help to set up or take down
an event, greet people at the door or
serve a meal

Get treatment for hand OA

Your hands may have been hurting for
quite a while, but you’ve been too busy
to see your doctor about it. Think the
pain in your hands will get better soon?
They won’t, but getting treatment now
for hand osteoarthritis can prevent or
slow joint damage.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Why new analyses don’t tell a lot
You could get a
about how much butter you should eat colonoscopy while
new study that questions prevailing
doing something else
wisdom about the effect of fats on heart

A

PillCam is one of the new devices that
make colon-cancer screening less invasive.
Made by Covidien, a video camera is
embedded in it. It’s the size and shape of a
vitamin pill.

disease has not swayed some health
authorities. At the University of California,
Berkeley, experts say the study has left
people confused. The new paper by British
researchers appeared in the Annals of Internal
Medicine examined the effects of saturated,
mono-unsaturated, poly-unsaturated, and
trans-fats, as well as the fatty acids that
comprise them, on risk for heart disease.

The internal medicine study concluded
that there was no significant association
between various types of fat and coronary
events. The exceptions being that eating fish
produced a slightly lower coronary risk. Trans
fats were linked to more risks. That suggests that people who ate lots of
saturated fats didn’t have a MORE risk for coronary disease, and those who
ate poly- or mono-unsaturated fats (which are heart healthy) did not have
LESS risk heart disease.
Not exactly, say Berkeley analysts.
According to the UC Berkeley Wellness Letter, the new study lumped all
saturated fats together regardless of their source. Saturated fats are found
in sausage and cheesecake but also coconut oil and salmon. In addition,
the Letter also said the study didn’t answer the main question, which is
what people eat in place of saturated fats. The study suggested that limiting
saturated fats did not improve your coronary risk, but the Berkeley Letter
points out that if people don’t eat fatty foods, but do eat refined carbohydrates,
they will not benefit from abstaining from fat. Berkeley still advises that
healthful diets focus on vegetables, fruits, beans, nuts and whole grains with
little saturated fat.

Physical therapy beats surgery for knee arthritis

Earlier this year, researchers evaluated 48 studies in which physical therapy
(PT) was compared with all non-exercise treatments for osteoarthritis
of the knee. They found that the greatest reduction in pain was
experienced with quadriceps-specific exercise. The most effective results
were experienced from supervised, thrice weekly PT regimens lasting
at least four weeks. The conclusions were reported by Duke Medicine
and published in the March 2014 issue of Arthritis Rheumatology. The
evaluation also showed that physical therapy produced better results than
arthroscopy, minimally invasive surgery for meniscal knee tears in patients
with OA. The arthroscopy did not benefit most patients. In many cases, it
was physical therapy alone that alleviated pain.

Colonoscopies
are one of the mosteffective cancerprevention tools, yet
many people avoid
them, either because
the preparatory
procedures are
unpleasant or they
fear the test will be
painful (it isn’t).
About 51,000 deaths
are attributed to colon
cancer each year in the United States.
PillCam travels through the digestive
system over the course of several hours,
wirelessly transmitting images to an
external data recorder. The maker,
Covidien, is seeking broader approval.
If approved, people who are not at high
risk will be permitted to go about their
normal days while the PillCam works
its way through their bodies. The risk
spectrum goes from average to increased,
to high risk.

Assistance Dog Week

It’s time these selfless heroes of
service and rehabilitation get their
due. They’re on the job 24/7, often
helping people with disabilities lead
independent lives. And they don’t ask
for much – a scratch behind the ear
will do. For more information, you
can visit their website. The address, is:
www.workinglikedogs.com.
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OF INTEREST

Social media sites can make you envious

“You are never too
old to set another
goal or to dream a
new dream.”
C.S. Lewis,
novelist, poet,
essayist, lay
theologian,
and educator

P

sychologists say social-media websites have
become huge sources of modern envy.
A study published by researchers in the
journal PLOS ONE, led by the University of
Michigan, found that the more people used
Facebook, the less satisfied they were with
their lives. In another study of 600 Facebook
users, German researchers say they witnessed
the “rampant nature of envy” on social
networking websites.
That sounds as if envy can be all negative,
but psychologists say there are two kinds:
malicious and benign. With malicious envy,
you may want to downplay or undermine
another person’s success. Benign envy could
inspire you to work smarter and achieve more
at work.
In a 2011 study published in the Personality
and Social Psychology Bulletin, researchers
conducted a series of experiments with 200
university students. They found that when
they triggered feelings of benign envy, it
drove the students to want to study more
and perform better on a test measuring
creativity and intelligence. At Texas Christian
University, researcher Sarah E. Hill says,
“Those painful pangs of envy are there for
an evolutionary reason, alerting us that
someone has something of importance to
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us.” They found that envy improves attention
and memory, tools needed to move toward
success. Study subjects were more astute.
Envy works at the office too. A Harvard
Business Review paper examined envy
through the eyes of hundreds of executives
over a 10-year period. They found that
unchecked envy damaged careers. They also
found that the “envy reflex” can point you in
the right direction, focusing your time and
attention on areas that are important.
To guard against the malicious trap, the
researchers suggest taking stock of your own
achievements when faced with envy.

Keep your dogs off the grass

When Colorado and Washington
legalized recreational pot, the number of
dogs eating marijuana-infused cookies,
brownies and butters skyrocketed. Tom
Hackett, director of the Colorado State
University veterinary teaching hospital
says, “We see dogs stoned out of their
minds for days. The marijuana goes
into cookies and butters. Dogs love that
stuff, and won’t eat just one.” Dr. Hackett
collaborated on a study of marijuana
“intoxication” in dogs.

OF INTEREST

TSA plans to charge fliers
based on each leg of a flight

Companies plan to
stay secure without
passwords

T

ransportation Security
Administration fees, which
are added to the price of airline
tickets, are rising. Congress agreed
in December to raise TSA fees as
part of a budget deal. But travel
advocates say the agency will raise

the fees would generate $16.9
billion more in the next decade
billions more than lawmakers
intended by changing the definition
of a flight. The agreement was to
raise fees in July from $2.50 per
non-stop flight, or $5 for a trip
needing a connecting flight, to a flat
$5.60 each way.
Now the agency wants to change
the definition of a round trip.
Under the proposal, the $5.60 fee
for each leg of a flight in which a
connection between domestic flights is more than four hours, or between
domestic flights in Alaska or Hawaii and international destination with
layover of more than 12 hours.
In its December agreement, Congress estimated the fee hike would
generate $12.6 billion over the next decade to reduce the deficit. Under the
TSA proposal, the fees would generate $16.9 billion more in the next decade
than the current fee structure. Victoria Day, a spokeswoman for Airlines
for America, which represents the largest carriers, said the group “strongly
opposes” the TSA proposal, which “will disproportionately hurt consumers
from small and rural communities.
The TSA is collecting public comment on the proposal for 60 days, even
though it’s scheduled to go into effect in 30 days, unless the Agency or
Congress decides against it.

Lose weight and protect your hearing
Losing weight may reduce your risk of hearing loss, at least in women,
according to a 20-year Harvard study of female nurses age 25 to 42 at
the start. Those with a waist greater than 35 inches were 25 percent more
likely to get hearing loss over the 20 years. Those who were most physically active had a 17 percent lower risk than the least active. Figures were
adjusted for age, smoking, alcohol intake and use of pain relievers.

The best passwords include letters,
numbers, symbols and a mix of capital
letters. They are long, complicated and
hard to remember. As
a result, technology
companies are rushing
to provide solutions
that are both more
secure and more
convenient. Many
laptops come with
built-in fingerprint
readers. Smartphones
and other devices
are opening up
options such as facial
recognition and voice
recognition.
Apple says its new
iPhone will come with
a fingerprint sensor,
and Microsoft says
its Windows 8.1 operating system is
optimized for fingerprint biometrics.
Google, Paypal, Lenovo and others
have come together in an organization
called FIDO (Fast Identity Online)
Alliance, which is working toward
creating industry standards for forms
of so-called strong authentication.
A password token could also be the
answer. Google is testing tokens with
their employees this year and may
offer them to consumers next year.
The tokens provide a way of logging in
created by Yubico, Inc. They generate
numeric passwords which companies
have used for years as a second form of
authentication. Employees simply plug
the token into a USB port or touch it
on a mobile device using near-field
communication.
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OF INTEREST

Dinner in 10 hours? Smoker cooking comes
back to make tastier meat and vegetables

“I’ve seen a look in
dogs’ eyes, a quickly
vanishing look of
amazed contempt,
and I am convinced
that basically dogs
think humans are
nuts.”
John Steinbeck,
author of Pulitzer
Prize-winning
“The Grapes of Wrath”

G

rilling enthusiasts are recalling their
favorite tastes from a decade ago, They’re
bringing back smoker cooking in a
big way. If you don’t have one, your home
improvement store stocks them at $100 to
$300 each. BBQ masters can spend as much
as $10,000 on one that’s custom made.
Smoker cooking is done by indirect heat
from a source separated from the food.
Cooking temperatures are between 225
and 275 degrees. The slow cooking results
in juicier food with the extra dimension of
smoky flavors.

How to use a smoker
•F
 ill the charcoal pan half full of regular
or flavored briquettes. Cherry or
mesquite are popular. Or you can use
small pieces of wood, like pecan, cherry
or hickory. Woods should be moistened
and wrapped in foil.
•L
 et the charcoal burn a few minutes
and slowly add more. Make sure all
briquettes catch fire before replacing the
pan into the smoker. Replace it slowly so
you don’t redistribute the briquettes or
put out the fire.
•F
 ill the water pan 3/4 full and put it
in the smoker. It helps to regulate the
distribution of heat.
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• Place food on the grates. If it has two
grates, put the meat on the bottom and
the vegetables on the top grate.
• Close the lid and open the vents. One
vent is for ventilation of the smoke. The
other is to help provide ventilation and
fresh oxygen for your fire. If the fire is
waning, open the fire vent more. If the
meat seems to be cooking faster than
you want, open the other vent more to
provide increased ventilation.
• Check the meat periodically, but don’t
open the lid every few minutes.
• Remember that it will take much longer
to cook than when the food is being
grilled. Be patient.

How to put more protein
into your diet

It’s not that difficult to include a
protein-rich food in every meal. Note that
beans contain protein but fall short in
some areas. A dinner of rice and beans is a
good idea. Foods containing all aspects of
protein include meat, poultry, and fish as
well as eggs, nuts, dairy products and soy
products. These are all sources of complete
protein.

OF INTEREST

Aroma is the part of wine that
really draws you to it

Amazon’s new Fire Phone:
The ultimate in impulse
buying

A

s you lift your glass of wine, it’s the aroma
(or bouquet) that you should first notice.
Wine experts speak of the aroma of a wine
as people might talk about a lover: seductive,
sexy, or earthy. According to wine writer Lettie
Teague you can understand every quality of a
wine with you nose, except for the five aspects
you can find only with your tongue: salty, sour,
sweet, bitter and umami. (Umami literally
means deliciousness in Japanese.)
The late enologist and professor at the
University of Bordeaux, Emile Peynaud,
claimed in his book “The Taste of Wine,” that a
wine drinker’s sense of smell may be thousands
of times more sensitive than his sense of taste.
According to Peynaud, wine aromas can be organized into 10 types: animal
(meaty), pine, wood, chemical, spice, smoky and roasted, floral, fruity and
vegetal. Wine can also have tones of estery, or byproducts of fermentation.
Young wines generally have a fruity aroma but, as they age, their smell
becomes what is called a ‘bouquet.’ That older smell becomes more refined and
has other tones of minerals, earth and wood.
Wine writer Jancis Robinson gives some good examples of aromas:
• Syrah, spicy and licorice
• Wood-aged red wine, leather
• Riesling, floral
• Cabernet, green pepper, currant sometimes asparagus
• Chardonnay (young), apple
• Chablis, wet stones
• Piedmont reds, molasses
• Shiraz, chocolate
• Pinot Noir (young), raspberry

Wasting time with friends and strangers

Amazon has created a store that travels
with you, instantly connecting you to
the things you want at this particular
moment. Retailers are saying the new
Amazon Fire smartphone is too smart
for its own good with its unique Firefly
button. Press
the button
and the phone
can instantly
recognize a tune
you are hearing
on the radio,
or a dress you
see in a store.
Or faces. Or
artwork. Even
scenes from a
movie. And,
of course, you
will be instantly
hooked up with
the Amazon
purchase site.
Talk about impulse buying.
Plus the new dynamic perspective
technology gives a 3-D look at products
or games that moves in concert with the
user’s head.
Cloud storage: Among its better
features is unlimited cloud storage for
your photos.

Time wasters abound online and some can be useful. One new app,
Jelly, lets you snap a picture of something, send it to all your Twitter and
Facebook contacts. See a strange bug? Snap and ask! Shopping at a large
discount store? Snap and ask! Questions from silly to serious allowed.
One online service takes advantage of your personal insight into human
behavior. Blahtherapy.com lets you become the therapist to strangers near
and far. Or you can get free therapy from strangers near and far. Whichever
you want. You can also get counseling from certified counselors for a fee.
Beware! You are likely to get lectures on religion, politics or just lonely
people looking to connect.

Mayday 24-by-7: It’s tech support
for the phone, which made its debut on
Kindle Fire last fall. Help is available if
you have roaming issues or need advice
on how to install Bluetooth in your car.
AT&T will be the exclusive wireless
provider on the phone. The cost of the
Fire Phone is $199 with a two-year
contract and 32 gigabytes of storage. It
costs $649 without service.’
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SENIOR LIVING

Hip New Yorker trades city life for caregiving

“Acknowledging the
good that you already
have in your life is
the foundation for all
abundance.”
Eckhart Tolle,
author of
“The Power of Now”
and “A New Earth”

R

adio DJ Jo Maeder could measure the
emotional and physical distance from her
aging mother in light years. Her mother
was an eccentric, hoarder in the South; Jo, a
hard core, sophisticated New Yorker. But the
day came when she left New York in dread to
care for her mother.
In her memoir, “When I Married My
Mother,” Maeder weaves a tale about humor,
frustration and love around the three years
she spent caring and giving to her mother. To
others who find themselves in a caregiving
role, Maeder offers some suggestions.
First, get rid of that sickening sweet “I’m
here to help you” voice. Don’t speak to an
elder as you would a child. If they have
dementia, don’t constantly ask them if they
remember. Of course they don’t remember.
Instead ask them what they want or need.
Offer to help them in this way or that.
Maeder recommends you create a blended
home that you can genuinely call “our home.”
That means making their belongings part
of your decor and cherishing the things
they cherish. Have long talks and walk
through old memories. Maeder recommends
sharing a photo album. You can write down
any memories your elder parent might
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volunteer. You’ll learn a lot and you’ll find it
heartwarming.
Bring in home health care aides to help you
with more difficult
things and to give
yourself a break.
Remember to be
flexible.
In the beginning
of her caregiving
experience, Maeder
took her mother on
little adventures –
drives, restaurants,
small venue
entertainment.
New experiences gave caregiver and elder
something special to share.
Finally, remember that this experience and
reconnection you will have with your elder
parent, is temporary. “We both surrendered,”
Maeder writes. “She let me take care of her
and I dedicated myself to taking care of her.
We both gave up our former lives and forged a
new one, in a new place together. My sacrifice
ended up being anything but that. I gained a
new, rich interesting life completely different
from the one I’d had in New York.”

SENIOR LIVING

Seniors: Start now to plan your
winter getaway

Pushing 50 or more?
Guard your muscles!

B

Sometime in your 30s, your muscle
mass reached its peak. After that,
unless you do things to preserve it, each
subsequent decade shows a decrease of
muscle fibers. By age 80, 30 percent of
muscle bulk may be lost.

efore you plan your winter excusion ask
yourself if you want fabulous scenery,
experiences, or your favorite past-times.
According to Cruisecritic.com, if you are
active and looking for action, nothing comes
close to scenery and expedition quality of
the Safari Explorer. It’s pricey, to be sure,
but the Explorer gives adventurers close
encounters with glaciers and wildlife. The
36 passengers on the trip and naturalists
who lead the cruise quickly become cordial
travelers.
If you’re looking for golf, or pure
relaxation, try an all-inclusive vacation
at resorts such as Sandals, which offer
exquisite beaches, gourmet dining,
continuous entertainment and night clubs
where everything is free. Golf and Scuba are included. For couples, Sandals
says their Caribbean vacations offer luxury at their resorts in St. Lucia,
Jamaica, Antigua, the Bahamas, Grenada and Barbados. Some of these resorts
don’t allow children, which can be a plus for candlelight dining.

For those traveling solo
Cruisecritic.com recommends the Norwegian Epic for solo travelers
because Norwegian Cruise Lines has created 128 studio cabins designed and
priced for single travelers. Tiny cabins are supplemented by access to a private
lounge where travelers can relax or share cocktails. Also try Holland America
for its Single Partners Pro.

They’re no longer just for rich people
Today, home monitoring and control systems are attractively priced
so almost everyone who’s interested can have one. Most let you use a
smartphone or tablet to do tasks remotely, like adjusting the thermostat,
turning lights off and on, and controlling a security system. At Lowes,
the Iris system costs $179 for the Safe & Secure kit, which comes with
motion sensors. The Iris Comfort & Control version that also monitors
the thermostat and energy use is $299. Comcast and Verizon offer similar
systems, and more advanced packages are available from AT&T, Time
Warner Cable and ADT Security. Prices vary, according to Kiplinger’s
Personal Finance. The SimpliSafe customizable alarm systems start at
$230. Available at SimpliSafe.com, the company says there are no hidden
fees and no contracts. They give you 60 days to try the system out. You
must be 100 percent satisfied or they’ll pay to have it shipped back and
will refund your entire purchase price.

Exercise and a highprotein diet can change
that prognosis. People
over age 50 should pay
attention to getting
adequate protein from
healthy sources, not just
a dinner but throughout
the day. Researchers at
Tufts University find
that a steady intake
of protein, combined
with aerobic activity
and weight training
exercises, helps to
counter the loss of muscle mass.
“It’s estimated that 20 percent of people
between ages 51 and 70 have inadequate
protein intake,” says Paul Jacques, DSc,
director of Tufts’ HNRCA Nutritional
Epidemiology Program.
Their four-year study, published in
the British Journal of Nutrition, looked
at the combination of protein intake and
physical activity in people over age 50.
They found that people who did muscle
strengthening exercises, without protein
intake of at least 70 grams daily, did not
improve their muscle mass.
One study by the National Institutes
of Health compared protein intake with
lean muscle mass in men and women
ages 70 to 79. Over three years, those
consuming the highest amount of protein
(an average of 91 grams a day) lost 40
percent less lean muscle mass than those
in the bottom fifth of intake (an average
of 57 grams a day).
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Find the 10 . . . and Win 50

F

ind the 10 things that are different between the two
pictures above, then fax or email your answers to us and
your submission will go into a drawing for a $50 Gift
Certificate to Carolina Brothers, Blue Ridge Grill or Ford’s
Fish Shack. Answers will appear in our next gam|mag
along with the name of the certificate winner.
Fax or email your submission to 703.450.5311
or gammag@gamweregood.com
Please include your name, phone number and/or email
address. All entries must be submitted by August 31, 2014.
Name:________________________________________
Company:_____________________________________
Phone:________________________________________
Email:________________________________________

Your 10 Finds
1._______________________________________
2._______________________________________
3._______________________________________
4._______________________________________
5._______________________________________
6._______________________________________
7._______________________________________
8._______________________________________
9._______________________________________
10._______________________________________

Which certificate would you like?

❏ Carolina Brothers
❏ Blue Ridge Grill ❏ Ford’s Fish Shack
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Puzzle Meter easy

difficult

21593 Jesse Court, Dulles, VA 20166
Ph. 703.404.8800 • Fax 703.404.2232
www.DullesGolf.com
Conveniently located 4 miles North of Dulles
Airport behind Sam’s Club and Walmart. 1
block from Atlantic Blvd. & Severn Way.

™

Enjoy Delicious New England
Style Seafood!
Ashburn

South Riding

44260 Ice Rink Plaza #101
Ashburn, VA 20147
P: 571.918.4092
F: 571.918.4096

25031 Riding Plaza #150
Chantilly, VA 20152
P: 703.542.7520
F: 703.542.6931

Congratulations!!! To Last Issue’s Winner.
Lance King of Innovative Power Systems, Inc. won the Find
the 10. He chose a $50.00 Fords Fish Shack Gift Card as his prize.
1. Green umbrella – tassles reversed
2. Yellow umbrella – missing pole
3. Red umbrella – top brass larger
4. Yellow umbrella – missing tassle
5. Pink umbrella – missing tassle
6. Pink umbrella – extra pole
7. Extra boat in horizon
8. Trees in back ground bigger
9. Green pillow longer
10. Boat moved further out in ocean
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